Comprehensive gas chromatography -mass spectrometry (GCxGC-MS) provides a different perspective in metabolomics profiling of samples. However, algorithms for GCxGC-MS data processing are needed in order to automatically process the data and extract the purest information about the compounds appearing in complex biological samples. This study shows the capability of independent component analysis -orthogonal signal deconvolution (ICA-OSD), an algorithm based on blind source separation and distributed in an R package called osd, to extract the spectra of the compounds appearing in GCxGC-MS chromatograms in an automated manner. We studied the performance of ICA-OSD by the quantification of 38 metabolites through a set of 20 Jurkat cell samples analyzed by GCxGC-MS. The quantification by ICA-OSD was compared with a supervised quantification by selective ions, and most of the R 2 coefficients of determination were in good agreement (R 2 >0.90) while up to 24 cases exhibited an excellent linear relation (R 2 >0.95). We concluded that ICA-OSD can be used to resolve co-eluted compounds in GCxGC-MS.
was the independent source, as opposite to the spectra. In that sense, we used ICA to extract the elution profiles and then determine the spectra by means of OSD. Finally, ICA-OSD shown itself as a computationally faster alternative 44 to MCR-ALS. Up to the date, the capability of independent component analysis -orthogonal signal deconvolution for 45 compound quantification in chromatographic signals has not been studied.
46
In this paper we propose an automated method to deconvolve compounds appearing in GCxGC-MS samples by independent component analysis -orthogonal signal deconvolution. 
Data analysis and pre-processing

55
ICA-OSD was used to automatically extract and deconvolve the compounds concentration profiles and spectra.
56
The GCxGC-MS chromatograms were processed by analyzing each modulation cycle separately. Each modulation 57 cycle was first divided in chromatographic peak features (CPFs) using the same criteria as in [17] . The different CPFs 58 contained several compounds, so the algorithm had to deconvolve them in case of co-elution. The number of factors 59 or components for ICA was determined by evaluation of residual sum of squares (described in Section 3.2).
60
The chromatograms were automatically processed by ICA-OSD. From the ICA-OSD output we only took into 61 account those metabolites appearing in at least 15 of the 20 samples, so a total of 38 compounds with KEGG number 62 (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) were identified. Metabolite identities were curated by spectral similarity 63 with the reference spectra and retention index error by retention time standardization using fatty acid methyl esters 64 (FAME) standards. However, the identity was not confirmed with the analysis of reference standards and therefore,
Computational methods and theory
This section describes the ICA-OSD algorithm together with the methodology to determine the number of com-77 pounds. Orthogonal signal deconvolution (OSD) is a multivariate method which purpose is to extract and deconvolve the 80 spectrum of a given compound only with the information relative to the compound elution profile. OSD is based on 81 principal component analysis, avoiding thus, the use of least squares used in multivariate curve resolution -alternating 82 least squares (MCR-ALS). Here, the elution profiles are determined by ICA to later determine the spectra using OSD,
83
and in this manner we will refer the complete approach as ICA-OSD.
84
ICA is mathematically expressed as:
where X (N×M) is the matrix containing the mixture of compounds, A (N×k) is the mixing matrix and Z T (k×M)
86
is the source matrix. N and M are the number of rows and columns of the data matrix X, and k denotes the number of 87 components or compounds in the model. Each row in X holds a m/z channel whereas each column holds the retention 88 time scans. ICA decomposes the data matrix by finding the independent sources contained in X.
89
As mentioned above, generally ICA-based approaches are based on extracting first the spectra using ICA -the 90 spectra are considered the independent sources -to later estimate the elution profile using different approaches. In 
121
After the spectra are determined, the elution profiles are refined by the application of a NNLS regression of all the 122 spectra against the data matrix X. 
where, X is the original mixture matrix, X * (k) is the resolved matrix by ICA-OSD using k components, and N is the 
Results and discussion
135
The chromatographic data was automatically processed with our proposed method ICA-OSD. Metabolites eluting 136 in more than one modulation cycle were associated based on their identity and quantified together (sum of concentra-137 tions). The metabolites across samples were aligned also based on their identity. Table 1 Reference spectra are shown negatively rotated in the same axis for a better visual appreciation. 
